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INTRODUCTION

THIS DOCUMENT IS meant to serve as a guide for the Allegheny County Health
Department on the solution for smoking cessation that our team developed. Our solution
was created with the intention to the help the Allegheny County Health Department in
their goal to reduce smoking in Pittsburgh and the surrounding municipalities and also to
reframe the problem of quitting smoking.
There is a dearth of anti-smoking campaigns out there, most of which resort to scare
tactics and gross-out factors. Our initial instincts, especially when faced by all of this,
were to create the antithesis of most of the solutions that currently exist: something fun,
positive, and with a fresh, hopeful vibe. From our research and process, we developed
Pack—a community of members committed to changing their smoking habits. In the
following pages, we take you through our framework for understanding the problem of
smoking cessation and health behavior change in general, the rationale of our solution,
its features, a general guide for its use, and ideas for development in the farther future.

BACKGROUND

IN OUR RESEARCH, we looked extensively into health behavior change,

as quitting smoking is one of the most ubiquitous and talked about health behavior
changes. We found that health behavior change models out there are often divided into
individual, interpersonal, and community models.

Individual Models
The most notable health behavior change models based on the individual are the Health
Belief Model and the Transtheoretical Model . The Health Belief Model proposes that the
people’s beliefs about their abilities to change affect their actual ability to make changes
in health-related behaviors. It suggests that the if the perceived barriers to change are
higher than the perceived benefits to changing the behavior, then a person is less likely
even to attempt to change the behavior. This is related to the idea of self-efficacy, which
the concept that a person’s strength of belief in their own ability is directly correlated
with their actual ability. The Transtheoretical Model, on the other hand, describes the
stages that a person goes through when making a behavior change: pre-contemplation,

contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance. Different interventions help
individuals at different stages in the process.

Interpersonal Models
Models based on the interpersonal are dependent on reciprocal relationship. These are
connections that are mutual and go both ways. One important theory of interpersonal
health behavior change is the Social Learning Theory which suggests that people learn
behaviors from models, observing and imitating them, and have their behaviors reinforced
by rewards. Another important concept at the interpersonal level is social support which is
the belief and truth of being cared for by and mattering to someone else.

Community Models
Models based on the community are often predicated on an ecological approach.
Ecological approaches take into account that all communities and other organizations
of people are made up of by many other systems, from the micro to the macro. These
all start with the individual and grow in different directions based on context. Like the
Transtheoretical Model, Organizational Change Theory is also a stages of change
model. This theory proposes that organization implementing a change go through four
phases: defining the problem (the awareness stage), initiating action (the adoption
stage), implementing change, and institutionalizing change.

Figure 1. Individual, interpersonal, and community health behavior change models
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Levels of Influence in a Community
Based on this research into behavior models, we believe there is a need for a
community-based smoking cessation solution that encompasses multiple levels of
influence from the individual to the interpersonal to the larger community.
To create our own framework for understanding what makes for a robust community
of influence and interactions, we begin with the individual. Individuals each have their
own feelings and goals and beliefs about their abilities. It is vital to remember that each
individual has a different health journey and a different path toward quitting smoking.
One-on-one relationships are the first to form. These are the bonds that are created
between two individuals. These bonds can be made without the community as a whole,
but even with only these relationships, a web of connectivity beings to form.
Next is the formation of groups. These are overlapping clusters that can be based on
similar interests or needs. They can also reinforce the individual’s personal identity and
the reciprocal relationships between two individuals.
This whole system of individuals, one-on-one relationships, and groups makes up
a whole community. But for it to function as a community there must be shared goals
and values. In our case, the shared goal is to reduce or quit smoking, and the shared
value is health. Our model is a variation on the social ecological model, which is a
framework for understanding the dynamic interrelations among various personal and
environmental factors.

Figure 2. Framework for understanding levels of influence in communities
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Factors of a Strong Community
From there, we asked ourselves what makes a strong community. Through our research,
based mostly on the psychological principle of group cohesion and the Sense of Community
Theory, we narrowed it down to five key factors that exist at all levels of the community:
1. Belonging and mattering are necessary to help members of a community feel
ownership of the community and a sense of exclusivity and being “in-the-know”
which creates a greater sense of investment in the community as a network.
2. In their Sense of Community Theory, McMillan and Chavis call emotional
connection the “definitive element for a true community.” Without shared feelings
and stories, a community is only a matter of convenience or happenstance.
3. Wisdom increases as members contribute their own knowledge to the community
well. The community becomes a resource for information that’s tried and true,
vetted by real people, and members keep coming back because they know they
can trust the information they receive in answer to their questions.
4. When a community achieves a fulfillment of member needs, it becomes
rewarding and worth the effort that’s put in to maintain good relationships. This is
how each individual finds value in the community.
5. Task commitment helps communities experience a greater group cohesion as
they work together to accomplish shared goals. Task-orientation creates feelings

Figure 3. Five key factors for measuring community strength
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of interdependence and responsibility for other members’ success, which helps
people share in each others’ wins and comfort each other during the harder times.

The Individuals in This Community
From our theories on community, we developed a small persona of a prototypical
member of the community, to get a better sense of who might best be served by the
solution we intended to create. Our prototypical member knows smoking is bad for her
health and wants to be healthier, uses her smartphone as the solution to every problem,
is active on at least one social media platform, and she values human connection. As we
found in our research into social support, we discovered that she’s most likely a woman.
Women are more likely to seek out social support than men, and they tend to benefit
more from solutions based on social support.
Next, we looked to solutions that are already in existence that our prototypical
member might try, to look for features that our solution should incorporate. In the current
landscape of smoking cessation tools, she might try to ask friends, check out forums,
look for real people with their own personal stories, search for answers to her questions
on Google, and try out apps. She is most likely interested in simplicity over too much
quantitative data, which is why the tracking apps on the market don’t quite work for
her. And there is a lack of any one strong source that combines her need to mark her
progress as well as connect with others working toward the same goal.
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SOLUTION

PACK—A COMMUNITY OF members committed to changing their smoking
habits. Walking through the app, we will take you through the features of the app
from the individual to the community features, pointing out the key factors of a strong
community as we go.

The Individual
The onboarding process takes new members of the pack through the community
from the individual commitment to make a change in smoking habits and personal
information collection to the larger community. When joining the pack, new members
register, through social media or with an email and password. The language of the
hashtag on the welcome screen immediately creates a sense of belonging which is
carried throughout the member’s experience. Once a member has joined, she is one of
the pack, and it’s become a new part of her self-identification. Next, she states her goal.
Pack is for smokers intent on making a positive health change for themselves, small or
big. A goal could be anywhere from only reducing smoking by a little to remaining quit

for good. Then, she makes the pledge, deciding what she is choosing to quit for (her
family, her health, money, etc.) adding as many or as few reasons as she’d like. Our new
member begins to develop an emotional connection to the idea of quitting.
After she pledges, the pack would like to learn a little baseline information about her.
This helps her think about her smoking habits and triggers, and also helps us learn how
to best help her individually as well as learn more about the larger community that she
belongs to, the community of smokers attempting to quit. First, we ask for an estimate
of how much she currently smokes a day, then we go through various scenarios, related
to when (first thing in the morning, middle of the afternoon), where (at the bar, in the car),
and why (due to stress, or boredom, or out of habit) she smokes.

Figures 4-6. Making the pledge
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Figures 7-10. Baseline information

To continue collecting information and let her know her progress, we’ll check in with
her every day. The check-in fulfills her need to be reminded of her commitment and
constantly keep track of her progress. On days when she makes it through without
smoking, she’ll swipe right to indicate that she didn’t smoke that day. Then, she’ll be
prompted to let the pack know how she feels and update her public status, connecting
emotionally to her friends in the pack. On days when she’s less successful, she’ll indicate
how much she smoked that day, and then, she’ll still be prompted to share her feelings
with the pack. She needs her pack’s support even more on the not-so-good days.
At any time, she can review her progress. This easily accessible information fulfills
her needs, proving invaluable to her, as it demonstrates her progress toward becoming

Figures 11-13. Check-in (made it through the day)

Figures 14-17. Check-in (almost made it through)
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smoke-free and replacing unhealthy behaviors. As her smoking habits reduce, she will
be prompted to update her goals and reevaluate her smoking triggers.
On her profile, she can take a look at her activity feed, see her goals and the badges
she has won from challenges, and personalize her photos. In her settings, she can
change her privacy options (deciding just how much information she would like to share
with the pack), set her social media sharing options, and set her notification preferences.

The One-on-One
The next step in onboarding is to add friends. The new member can add friends who are
already in the pack that she is connected to through other social media or invite smoking

Figures 18-20. Data and progress
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Figures 21-24. Connecting with friends

friends to join her in making a positive health change. All friendships in the pack are
mutual, two-way streets. To interact with friends, members can direct message and like
each others’ status updates. Messages appear in a feed and are responded to directly.
As each new message arrives, a push notification will be sent to the phone.

The Group
The final step in onboarding is joining groups. These are based on special
interests related or unrelated to smoking habits. A new member will be directed to
recommended groups, chosen by her baseline assessment (for example, there’d be
a social smokers group and a stress smokers group) and by what we know from her
social media presence (cat lovers group, mothers group, Pittsburgh area group, etc.)
Joining groups increases feelings of belonging in the community and mattering to a
smaller group of people that share similar interests. Participating in the groups allows
for an exchange of information and knowledge and the growth of the community’s
wisdom. Beyond simply joining groups, members are able to create new ones, if the
right one does not already exist.
In the groups, members participate in group forums, have a shared calendar of open
or closed activities and events: group chats, online meetings, offline meetings, and
challenges specific to the group. A member will also be able to look at a feed of updates
within all her groups.

Figures 24-26. Joining and viewing groups
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The Community
Once our new member has finished the onboarding process, she can explore her
new pack. She can view her challenges and join new ones to engage with the larger
community—the whole pack. These challenges allow her to commit to tasks that the
whole community can participate in and accomplish together. Upon completion of a
challenge, the member receives a badge. There are two types of badges members
receive. Automatic badges are those a member receive without entering a challenge
(for example, when she checks in for a week in a row or reduces her smoking by half).
Badges are also granted for challenges which members opt-in to join. These challenges
are on-going and also time based (i.e. “the challenge of the week”).

Figures 27-29. Group features
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Figures 30-32. Community and challenges

STYLE

THIS SECTION IS a guide to the style of the app. Here, we cover all of the major
interactions, colors, and type that should be consistent across the various features of
the app.

Interactions
1. For processes, swipe up to continue. These stick to the same screen display,
which moves up as members go through the process.
2. To go backwards, swipe right on the screen. This will return members to the
previous screen.
3. Buttons and icons work on tap.
4. To reveal the keyboard, swipe up on text boxes.
5. Selected items appear at full 100% opacity. Non-selected items have
transparency ranging from 30% to 80%.
6. Action (as in the scrollboxes) is indicated with the dark grey color.
7. In feeds, actions such as answering, responding, viewing, and liking are

indicated with a switch from neutral greys to the appropriate color from the
palette based on the section of the app.
8. To read linked post in a feed, swipe left.

Colors
The main blueish green should be used for every header throughout the app. The line
underneath varies in different contexts. Our colors work in such a way that each section
has a different accent color, predominately featured in the accent bar underneath the
header and should be used for key graphics and text in each section. The individual
section (profile and personal data) uses the light green, while the one-on-one section
(messaging, friends feed, etc.) uses the purple. Red signifies the group section and all
of its features, while the community is noted by the orange. For non-specified sections,
always use the dark green. Any unselected items should be light grey. The search box is
in the same grey at a 28% opacity.
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Green:
#60B8A1

Grey:
#C0C1B3

Dark Grey:
#828279

Dark Green:
#34685B

Light Green:
#D0D96B

Purple:
#5B61A3

Red:
#D86869

Orange:
#FCB44A

Type
For type, stick to these specific fonts:

Large headings
Font Family: Amatic SC, Weight: bold, 60pt

Headings

Font Family: Amatic SC, Weight: bold, 36pt

Sub headings 1
Font Family: DIN, 36pt, Dark Grey

Sub headings 2
Font Family: DIN, 25pt, Grey

Body text

Font Family: DIN, 20pt, Grey

Body links

Font Family: DIN, Weight: bold, 20pt, Dark Grey
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THE FUTURE OF PACT

TO ROLL OUT this product, the app would be developed first (and mainly) for the

iPhone, but also for Android to reach a larger demographic. Our app will likely have a
largely female audience of people who use social media. This audience overlaps with
that of iPhone users.
The Pack is an app first and foremost. We don’t discount that a web platform could be
valuable, but for the audience we are targeted an app will be most effective. More people
have smartphones than even have laptops, and the phone provides an easy way to stay
in communication and active, which is important for the overall sense of community.
Other considerations:
1. Developer: iOS developer/Android developer, application feature specs are
defined in detailed form, where it should be able to be picked up by an outsourced
developer not feasible to do in-house
2. Quality Assurance: should be done by project stakeholder for testing before
launching product

3. UX/UI: also defined by the style guide and by interactive prototype, but can be
modified easily to taps, instead of swipes
4. Release Management: by project stakeholder for feature updates and releases
5. Data Analytics: mining data for analytics and feedback for tweaking features and
customizations on site
6. Social learning: would need to be a data learning/machine learning component.
7. Content Management: done by stakeholder to monitor forums and fuel discussions
8. Active Moderators: choice to “award” or employ model citizens as active
moderators on the site
9. User Testing and Beta: should be user tested and onboarded by introduction to
those in support groups for smoking, those active in social networks.
In the further-out future, we see this app as something that could support ACHD’s larger
goals of creating a healthier Allegheny County, not just one with fewer tobacco users.
A health-focused community model, like the one we’ve set up, could be transferred to
nearly any other important health behavior change. The process of making a pledge and
daily check-ins would still apply, as well as the individual to community framework.
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